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Remote Working Benefits
• Working remotely can increase productivity
• A Harvard Business School study found that people who work from home are more productive than they are in an office
setting.
• Forbes Magazine found – working remotely reduces distractions. While almost every employee is guilty of surfing the
internet every now and then on the company’s dime, it’s the annoying distractions that tend to kill productivity. 61%
agreed that loud colleagues are the biggest office distraction, and 40% consider impromptu meetings from co-workers a
major distraction.
• Working from home not only eliminates these productivity killers, but also yields more time for employees to crush their
tasks interruption-free.
• Remote work reduces stress
• Forbes found that even if you’re in an office with a boss that gives you ample space to get work done, being confined to
an office can be stressful in and of itself. When polled on stress levels, a whopping 82% of workers who telecommute said
that they experience less stress.
• Stress can impact your quality of life well beyond your job, so any opportunity you have to reduce the amount of stress
you feel during the day is not only good for you and your employer, but more importantly, your overall health.
• Remote work provides for better work/life balance and establishing better eating habits
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Setting up Your Workspace
• If possible, designate a specific working space in your home away from distractions
• Home office can be in a spare bedroom or basement; avoid using frequently
occupied spaces like dining or family rooms
• Make it comfortable
• Set up a desk
• Office chair
• Computer monitor
• Make sure you have plenty of light
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Maintain Normal Working Hours

• Establish Remote working hours that correspond to normal
office working hours
• It is important to keep a schedule so you can be more
productive
• Work efficiently and stay focused
• Don’t allow home distractions to derail your productivity
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Home Office Expense Considerations

• Consider providing employees with Home Office Reimbursement Package
• Internet
• Cell Phone
• Computer equipment – monitors etc.
• Phone
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Remote Working Etiquette
Treat remote working just
like being in the office

When working remote, pretend
that you are in the office. Dress
appropriately and have a
dedicated office space

Establish working hours

Avoid distractions like housework /
pets – stay focused and attentive
on your work

If using video conferencing – use
eye contact when talking to others,
ensure there are no distracting
backgrounds in room
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Over communicate in
remote meetings.
Speak clearly so
participants can hear –
and try not to interrupt
others

Take breaks when needed. It
is easy to get so focused we
forget to get up and clear our
heads
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Remote Meeting Guidelines
• Test your home office equipment beforehand
•

Most popular applications (e.g. Teams, Zoom) offer a ‘test service’ for audio/video device setup

•

Make sure any on-line screen-sharing works

• Test any work office equipment beforehand
•

Same as above, including TVs for video, speaker phone devices etc.

• Show up appropriately to start on-time
• Confirm the roles of facilitator and note-taker as required
• Confirm meeting policy for use of written meeting chat
•

Is it encouraged for questions, note-taking? Is there a designed reviewer of the chats to inform the presenter (if applicable) of questions?

• Agree how content will be shared during the meeting, test that it works as expected
• Ensure that you ‘check in’ with participants during the meeting to ensure inclusion and active listening
• Conclude with summary, actions items as per any good meeting
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Microsoft Teams
• Provides Screen Sharing
• Video and Conference Call Capabilities
• Chat sessions for participants to ask questions /give feedback / comments
• Share documents
• 6 Month Free Trial

Remote Working
Tools

One Drive for file sharing
Microsoft Whiteboard Capabilities and Screen Snip its
Use Video Conferencing to create a collaborative environment:
• Establish eye contact with person you are talking to
• Clean the background space behind you (no messy piles) or Blur Focus
• Wear something presentable (no pajamas)
• Expect a 1-2 second delay and pause for responses
• Avoid a lot of body movement – tends to be distracting to viewer
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